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Event Data Recorders and Their Role in Automobile Accident Litigation

I.

Event Data Recorder functions

Event data recorders (“EDRs” or auto “black boxes”) are devices that record and store
crash data associated with vehicle air bag systems.1 They have been defined as “an on-board
device or mechanism capable of monitoring, recording, displaying, storing or transmitting
pre-crash, crash, and post-crash data element parameters from a vehicle, event and driver.”2
The primary purpose of EDRs is to determine whether a vehicle’s air bag should deploy.3
But over the years, the information stored in EDRs has become more sophisticated and
accessible to accident reconstructionists.4 EDRs installed in newer vehicles record and store
up to five seconds of pre-crash data including vehicle speed, engine throttle position, engine
revolutions per minute, and brake status.5 An accident reconstructionist may download this
data to determine, among other things, whether the driver was speeding, applied his/her
brakes prior to the crash, and/or was using his/her seatbelt at the time of the crash.6 This
information may have a significant effect on how an attorney or adjuster values a claim.
In 2004, an estimated 40 million registered passenger vehicles and light trucks
manufactured by General Motors and Ford contained an EDR.7 Therefore, it is important to
determine, as soon after an accident as possible, whether the vehicles involved are equipped
with an EDR. If accepted as reliable by the courts, EDRs may provide the most credible and
objective insight into the facts of a crash.8
Although EDRs can be very useful in accident reconstruction, they are limited by the
data they gather and store.9 For example, movements relating to rear-end and side-impact
crashes often will not be recorded by EDRs.10 Additionally, in a partially frontal impact
where a vehicle is rotating, spinning, or skidding sideways, significant information regarding
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the vehicle’s speed and movements cannot be measured by the air-bag sensors and will not
be recorded.11
II.

Event Data Recorders in the Courts

Although a Minnesota appellate court has not yet addressed the admissibility of EDR
information, several other courts have addressed this issue.

The following is a brief

summary of how courts have handled the issue of EDR information. In Sipes v. General
Motors Corp., there was an issue as to whether the airbag in the plaintiff’s vehicle should
have deployed.12 Defendant argued that the EDR was examined and showed that the airbag
system was functioning properly and that there was not a collision in which the airbag should
have deployed.13 The court noted that “[c]ertainly, this is strong evidence if it is shown that
the [EDR] itself is functioning properly, but it is not irrefutable evidence that conclusively
establishes a fact as a matter of law in the face of other contradictory evidence. Our judicial
system has never accepted computers or [EDRs] to decide ultimate issues in lieu of courts
and juries.”14
In Harris v. General Motors Corp., the plaintiff alleged that the airbag in her 1991
Chevrolet Corsica deployed after a minor accident, causing her damages.15 General Motors
moved for summary judgment, submitting affidavits of two experts.16 In response, plaintiff
submitted her affidavit and the affidavit of her passenger.17 The district court granted
General Motor’s motion for summary judgment.18

On appeal, the 6th Circuit Court of

Appeals reversed. One of General Motors’ experts testified that the EDR data “suggests” the
air bag functioned properly and deployed during the plaintiff’s accident.19 The 6th Circuit
held, in part, that the expert’s testimony failed to establish the “‘undisputed physical facts’
necessary to justify rejection of [plaintiff’s] testimony.”20 The court also included a footnote
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directing the district court, on remand, to conduct a Daubert analysis of the proposed
testimony.21
In a more recent case, a state appellate court upheld a district court’s decision to admit
EDR evidence at trial, following a Frye hearing. In Bachman v. General Motors Corp., the
plaintiffs alleged that the air bag in the defendant’s 1996 Chevrolet Cavalier deployed prior
to, and caused, a collision.22 A jury returned a verdict in favor of defendants.23 On appeal,
plaintiffs asserted, among other things, that the district court erred in admitting evidence and
related testimony regarding data downloaded from the Cavalier’s EDR.24 Prior to trial, the
District Court held a Frye hearing to determine the admissibility of the EDR evidence.25 At
the Frye hearing, experts for General Motors opined that the deployment and crash event
data recorded by an EDR is generally accepted as reliable and accurate by the automobile
industry and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).26 The district
court then denied plaintiff’s motion in limine and determined that the data downloaded from
the EDR was admissible under both the Frye and Frye-plus-reliability standards.27 The
appellate court held that the district court did not abuse its discretion in admitting EDR data
into evidence.28 In so holding, the appellate court stated that “the process of recording and
downloading [EDR] data does not appear to constitute a novel technique or method.”29 The
court also noted that the NHTSA relies on this information and that the information is
available to all researchers and investigators via the Vetronix Corporation system.30
In the criminal context, courts have upheld the downloading of EDR data over Fourth
and Fourteenth Amendment challenges.31 Moreover, the court in Christman, relying on
Bachman, determined that data recorded on an EDR was generally accepted as reliable and
accurate by the automobile industry and the NHTSA.32 Finally, the court determined that the
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EDR evidence, along with other accident reconstruction evidence, was sufficient to prove,
beyond a reasonable doubt, that the defendant was speeding.33
The admissibility of EDR evidence was also raised in People v. Hopkins.34 There the
court stated that “[i]n this case, the court is persuaded, based upon its review of the cases and
other supporting documentation submitted by the People, and in the absence of any contrary
or contradictory evidence, that the [EDR] module technology has been generally accepted as
reliable in the relevant scientific community.”35
In Matos v. State, the District Court of Appeal of Florida relied on Bachman in
determining that EDR data was admissible.36 There, the court stated: “[t]he process of
recording and downloading [EDR] data is not a novel technique or method. In any event, the
state demonstrated that when used as a tool of automotive accident reconstruction, the [EDR]
data is generally accepted in the relevant scientific field, warranting its introduction.”37
Therefore, although not yet addressed in a Minnesota appellate court, courts in other
jurisdictions have generally found EDR evidence admissible in both civil and criminal cases.
III.

Event Data Recorder Legislation

As of the date of this article, Arkansas, California, New York, Nevada, North Dakota,
and Texas have enacted statutes regulating the information stored in EDRs.38 The North
Dakota statute requires that the presence and capabilities of the EDR be disclosed to the
owner and prohibits, with certain exceptions, persons, other than the owner from accessing
the information.39 Importantly, the law specifically states that “[a]n insurer may not require
as a condition of insurability consent of the owner for access to data that may be stored
within an event data recorder and may not use data retrieved with the owner’s consent before
or after an accident for the purpose of rate assessment.”40
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Similarly, Arkansas law requires disclosure of an EDR and its capabilities and grants
ownership of that data to the vehicle’s owner.41

But the statute also states that the

“ownership of the data shall not pass to a lienholder or to an insurer because the lienholder or
insurer succeeds in ownership to the vehicle as a result of the accident.”42 Moreover,
Arkansas prevents an insurer or lienholder from using EDR data “for any reason without a
written consent” of the owner.43 Finally, an insurer or lienholder may not make an owner’s
consent to use of EDR data: (1) a condition of a policy or (2) conditioned upon the payment
or settlement of an obligation or claim.44
Minnesota has recently taken steps to enact legislation governing EDRs.45 Minnesota
House File 3013 went before the House on March 1, 2006.46 The proposed legislation would
require a manufacturer of a new motor vehicle to disclose the existence of an EDR.47 The
bill would also require the manufacture to disclose the specific items of information stored in
the EDR.48
Most importantly, the bill states that:
[e]xcept as otherwise provided in this section, data recorded by
an event recording devise may not be downloaded or otherwise
retrieved by a person other than the registered owner of the
vehicle, except that data recorded by an event recording device
may be downloaded or otherwise retrieved by a person other
than the registered owner of the vehicle if:
(1)

the registered owner of the vehicle consents to the
retrieval of the data;

(2)

a court of competent jurisdiction orders the retrieval;

(3)

the data is retrieved for the purpose of conduction
research to improve motor vehicle safety . . . provided
that the identity of the registered owner or driver is not
disclosed in connection with the retrieval of that data. . . .
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(4)

the data is retrieved by a new vehicle dealer or a vehicle
repair facility to diagnose, service, or repair the motor
vehicle; or

(5)

the retrieval is pursuant to an agreement for subscription
services for which disclosure required by subdivision 4
as been made.49

A violation of the proposed bill would be a misdemeanor.50 But unlike the
North Dakota and Arkansas statutes, the legislation currently being considered
in Minnesota does not place restrictions on insurers.
Along with Minnesota, legislation is currently pending in Alaska, Connecticut,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Tennessee, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.51
Because of the recent increase in EDR legislation, it is important that insurers and
attorneys understand the law governing EDRs before attempting to access this information.
CONCLUSION
EDRs have become more popular and sophisticated over the past several years. The
information stored on EDRs has become very useful in both civil and criminal trials and has
been held to be admissible under the Frye standard.

As ownership and use of EDR

information is currently being considered in several state legislatures, it is important that
attorneys and insurers are aware of the law so that they may effectively and legally use EDR
information.
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